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LEARNING TO LEAD

-figtkObtatiog- r
",hears ng ;to Lead" is an .exercise deSighed ,f_Cr use by

znd v dual. students .= 111elf-e=" are thiee -Oath :parts. to the
'exereise -067 ;tasks -are- 460igh0-:d= student
opportuni =ty =to. 4-#10$§ on the way leadership
capab`ili`ty -develops; =in indiv'iduals 'and -;on the continuing
fg-row* '3;e440§14P -f6sPon'sOility.
The 140400= :0004, di:OOrerit,

. The- student is
required 4i*--0' 1-#6;4:440, -for exam_

types 04-4.6-4

-4' `tool used ih :this exercise AS a -Set of 26The. Principal'
,9 . ,-.-,-,._ dt4,.ditems ''''°1°"`"g#1fVt1:::1:21tI:;;OV41-1dr4ithtifj.'804:-:§t-'444i- 1,,-q-

theiobleo-1-0,4t ti-la.-:Iii-airiX414ed :the- -"4)3.44gWlor -,,

are '-§itiflifito*. for_ 04,0------' -1-P- ... _ ,.
-i.°"'M.---1991-.f9T: 'C9sini A' Oi -.:»- =:ttiffeteni -§iiii4-(54. and HT

-15iii-Atib4 Of 'llAem-.0.11*00r :On argue

',f-Or- cliff4Ott! -#410r.-

4306W- yO11-4411:f-i-hci Short -nOteS- on tiftee diMenSionS
1:eaftlifig:by distinguish between the -kindS.
leaffiiht, that _ perfect the ability perform actions

:and those- that-Contribute- toward _personal development.

.A TtinctionaL: Knowledge aid StAilt, The training of body
and mind': The -develop-tent of praCtical judgment in
Solving technical problems -, ,problems of prOdedure, and

_ _

so Oh-: 'Prows through- practice and training..

Personal: Strength of mind'- freedom from emotional
reactions of bOth- Oneself' and othert;. .capacity for self-
ctiticiSt; inherAirectedheSs; objectivity; self-
discipline. Ai.o moral diScipiine in the sense of
fOiloWIng prindipleS of behavior that may gO against
personal 'Convenience.

Developt. by gradual assimilation of life .experiende in
Which the dangers of negative reactions which interfere
with sound judgment are- understood. Development here
involVes a groWing sense of integrity of self, not to be
Violated by subjectivity, other people, or the pressure
Of events. Also practical realization of ideals.

'C Volitional! Commitment and decision'. Ability to fuse
complex operations involving more than one criterion
Of success: Basic attitudeS. Involves motivation and
creativity. Different people act creatively in different
ways and make dethands on themselves for different under-
lying reasons:

bevelOps through the practice of making decisions which
are -root simply organizational and functional, but which
commit the person to something more than what is requited
by external conditions, Playing an intentional role in
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Significant events. Wprking .0-changing one!s OwnattitUdes.
2

In yodt ttaining at the USNA you are taught a variety of
lea4ersh4',Wiltiiiles,And-practiceS4 These include such areasas communication, , decision making, planning, interpersonal
relations with senior S and subordinates, and -morale. However,you can only learn to your theoretical knowledge effec-tively: and refihe the leadership traits each one of you hasby actual experience.

No single ability:liven- on the matrix is sufficient in anindiVidual, to dhahle hit'iOlie a good leadet. However, it isunrealistic to think that a-h.:individual can be equally strong
irt.aIi 00abilkies,-the.:Matrix contain' . Good leadership in.. the case of an individual .4 based on -Strength in a given .

'0#11?iii4VT*45f46-kiiii.0g! A'itf914 combination of 'abilitiesin a leader does not however, 11*an he i-11 be successful inevery situation. ;POt:eicaMOitithe cOmbinatiOn of abilities inigood:coMbat leader does not necessarily mean he will be a
good adminitiritiVe leader.

As a man ascends through the levels of comMand, the demandson him increase. His responsibilities are-greater, his decisions ,

carry gfeifir weight and have more far-reaching consequences.To ascend the ladder of promotion, .a ban needs something morethan just intelligence and knowledge, or experience. Intelli-gence and knowledge are obviously important, and experience
1

valvable if the leader has constructively benefited from theexteriente it is the combination of these inputs working
,together that make the leader a responsible man. As you

jproceed', you should pay attentiOn to the way in which the "abilitymix" changes for a given level. Your observations of these

1 4
lrheWility- Matrix :contain§ a broad enough range of itemsto be relevant'to-aIi the areas of leadership you have studied.

t

changes3should be the starting point for your understandingof how leadership capability grows.

In the exercises that follow, you will be asked to consider
the leadership growth and development of:

-1. The Upward Mobile Ensign

2. The Ideal Ensign

and consider:
3. Three Perspectives of a Junior Officer

To Continue through the unit turn to page for Module 26
'9 for Module 27
18 for Module 28

-4-
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LEARNING TO LEAD

Module Twenty-six - The Upward Mobile Ensign

-5-
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ORIENTATION,

,T4e- ,youlig-ofOcer will knOW from his training that thejprinciples- Stated-On,the-Ability Matrix are essential componentsof -effective : le_aderthi0:. However,. he lat everything practicalto Ieai* The l'olIOWing, are jUtt iv few of the things he must
-h0.1.,t0 orgalik*-6-hdiaelf:-; how tO get thingt done; how toteiate snii.erierS; When to peak out .and when to keep.0.4-644 jhoic -to -pront tiiwerf. to his subordinates. The fasterhe can theter things.,- the greater-it leiderthippotential: t4i-l4 -not -kaki deCisionS or be apublit:figurfr in :4Ellarge-_groUp- ok:.peOple4 :He can make Mistaketwhich a CoMmander ,cannot --afford, toMake. as he is -not ,yet

espectevto, .command a _ship: NeVerthele$1,, the proces, bygrows -a more responsible- leader,- is beginning.
tWatAe:-,46-,eVOlfyeSHaS young` leader -*ill _otayt.i.iith- him alongg tilde. :NotraWydunt 0400 :h4*-0; the ambition to gain_greate-t teStiOnSiWitror pOwei-ovei- -other- men. 'Oen thate whodO may _not :00-:)?',0y-Oil4- the status ,of!

.

. f

The 4uniOrOffiderWha takes his duties Sericiutly will haVe
.

to riake- OW* Mind On Whit -lie sees as the reality of leader-ship and- hoW hit ambitions ,match up- to it. AdVancement in rankis not merely a .matter. of doing .your job Well.. There are menwho can obtain _po§itiOnt of -authority through their ability to'manipulate the perceptions of Others . It is important to beObjeCtiVe abOut,yOut -Own behaVior, to -be -caijable, of self-
critiCitiii, ta- have some idea of hoW others perceiVe you.YoU may feel that in yout work you show a good and well-
balanded range of abilities, such as 'those given. on the AbilityMatrix.

INSTRUCTIONS

You should now review the.26 items on the Ability Matrix.Consider the kinds of learning experiences that can strengthensuch abilities in an individual. Bear in mind the differentlevels of military leadership, how the value placed on certainabilities change with the level, and the ideas given above ondifferent dimensions of learning by experience.

When you haVe familiarized yourself with the AbilityMatrix, you are ready to proceed.'

In this module you are asked to select itemsfrom the AbilityMatrix which you consider
desirable for an "Upward Mobile Ensign."

Record your selection and your rationale on
a separate piece of paper.

Then read the discussion on page 7.
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IittOt8ION-

the-"UPWarclmobile concept was examined earlier in the
,course. You recall that the "UpWard mobile" reacts .positively
to the bUreaUCiaticitOation,..hashigh Morale-and enjoys job -

satiifadtion...A0 accepts the exercis e. of aUthority by his
seniors inliris.lOyOtb7theM, 01 organization, and supports
the organilatiOnal objedtiVeS wholeheartedly.

,

-these charatteristics might bring to mind-:

I#6 - Ability to pat duty before personal interests.

#9 - Ability to obey wholeheartedly,

at= - Ability to :actin .accordance -with the 'spirit as well
aS' tht letter of_ procedures- Arid:regulations

424 -,- Ability to- complete any task .exactly -as specified

0-25 - Abili=ty .to act =firmly= andi detisiVely detpite-personai
diational involveMent.

#26 - Ability to see a decision through

.Combining those abilities. may well build a picture of the
"upward mobi=le "-ensign for you, _or may-generally coincide with
what you choSe-from the _Matrix. The characteristict discussed
earlier in the- nstructional' materials will- =give each student
a general perceptien of th&-upwlard mdbilt, btt it is unlikely'
that everyone -will agree to a'slubjective4 firm selection of
abilities from the matrix as the Ohly_ones_an "upward mobile"
ensign might have. tach perton has his own perception of the
characteristics he would ascribe to hitseif when he is thinking
of promotion chances and perhaps a different viewpoint on
characteristics he would ascribe to a felloW officer whom he
regards as a competiv,r. For txaMple, you might consider the
following items as applicable to you personally:

#7 - Ability to see things as they are

#20 - Ability to inspire loyalty

#21 - Ability to stabilize emotions of subordinates

#22 - Ability to perceive situations as other perceive them.

However, when assessing the abilities of your fellow officer,
you might decide to include some,of these items:

#4 - Ability to cope with the loneliness of leadership.

#10 - Ability to take corrective action when appropriate

#14, - Ability to perceive long-term consequences of present
actions
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417- - Ability to take calculated ,risks
#19 - Ability to act spontaneously
Any of the -abilities selected in ,this discusSion can well

have application to an t!upWatd mobile"ensign. A well- balanced
.dOinbinitiOn_Of the abilities is highly desirable in anyoffider. How_ they are combined- in an individual, who _considers.hiMteif_upWatd- mobile, will vary -greatly ftoM person to :person.anViiivation to situation. The abilities, when they are taken
al-6nd,, are all desirable- and can contribute to successful
leadetShip.- It is° unl=ikely that one man can have them all andeven less likely that he can exercise them- all in a given leader-

BUt attention- to developing the abilities, which
Upon. objeOtive- self examination, you find-licking in_ your
1fiVentoty,-,, -can -help improve your leadership ability and _chance
of'- promotion.
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LEARNING TO LEAD

Module Twenty-seven - The Ideal Ensign
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'INSTRUCTIONS a

The student who has not worked on any earlier enrichment
units-should read p.tges 3 and 4 for procedural instructions.

Before starting work on Module 27, read, pages 6 to 8 fol. back
ground, information leading into the situation below for
Module 27.

(a) Refer to the.Ability Matrix. Review the 26 items
with your conception of the ideal ensign in mind.
Select between 6 and 10 abilitiei which form a
strong rombihatibn in the kind of man you have in
mind, and which will enable him to make the tran-
sition to the le "el of Commander.

-Wawa note on scrateh paper of the numbers of the
items yOu select.

(b) Six types of officers are shOwn
on the following pages. A basic selection-of
ability items essential' for their success awl
progress to higher ranks is given. Add any items
from the ability matrix you feel would strengthen
the combination. Aim at having 'etween 6 and 10
items per example.

-10-
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EXAMPLES

FIRST EXAMPLE

-Ability tiicoMMIL,

accurately :and'

The-efficient Ensign

Ability to
assess subor-
dinates_

I '

He can get things done briskly. He
translates assignments into practical
action. He lets his superiors know
how his men feel and respond.

Ability to
endure stress

Ability to change
plans as
constraints and
opportunities
change . 18

,E-XII/27 _f



Ability to learn
from sUbordinates

16

.

t

_ INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP

_ SECOND _EXAMPLE

Ability- to
Stibilize
emotions of
subordinates

The morale builder

Ability, to obey
wholeheartedly

9

He can weld men together into a
coherent unit. He unifies effort
and enhances the image of the Navy.
He is exemplary in conduct and
consistent in his behavior towards
the men.

E-XII/27

Ability to maintain
consistency between
words and actions. 5



THIRD. EXAMPLE

Ability to determine
what thoUld be done

LEARNING TO LEAD
E-XII/27

Ability to see things
as they are

7

The impartial. leader

He aCdePts TOPI5h§ibirity for his men,
theit actions and theik welfare. He is
just .and impartial toWirds others. He
makes no unreasonable demands and can
gtasp the overall pattern of complex
operations.

Ability to take
corrective action
when appropriate

Ability to act in
accordahce with the
spirit, as well as
the letter of
procedures and
regulations

13
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FOURTH -EXAMPLE

!Ability to inspire
othrs

Ability 'to generate
warm hUman- relations
*Iihin:hierarchy.

Z3

the enthusiastic Offider,

Every assignment gets special attention.
He inspires others with his own attitudes.
However, he must learn to be discriminatory
in his enthusiasm; enthusiasm' for the
wrong thing might be counterproductive

Ability to 'cope with
situations on one's
own initiative

8

-14-

Ability to inspire
loyalty

20

4
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FIFTH EXAMPLE

Ability- to complete
any task ,exactly as
specified-

' .24

E-XII/27

Ability to put
duty before personal
interests

_

The careful planner

1:16,1.eakns zll the time from careful
.obSer4AtioA. 116 builds up an
1#140rObliaiiik of how men work and is
Capable- Of distinguishing between a
task -accomplished and a task well
addoMpiiShed '. discards. the
irrelevant and can be quite ruthless
with himself, but patient with others

Ability to perceive
situations as others
perceive them.

22

Ability to cope
successfully with the
loneliness of leader-
ship 4
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"SIXTH EXAMPLE

Ability to act
spontafteously

19-:

Ability to take
calculated risks

17

The improviser

He acts in_unexpected ways. He is a
thinker, an innovator, an action
oriented individual. He brings a
fresh approach to situations; sometimes
he is unpredictable. Men respond to
him, because he gets the job done.

Ability to perceive
long-term consequences
of present actions

14

Ability to make
decisions promptly
when they are needed

15
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CONCLUSION

We hope your conclusions to Module Twenty -seven were
Perhaps' the pictures you drew reflected somethingOf hoW, you 'See_ Yourselves. It is more than likely. Or yourconclusions May have reflected something else - namely, the

pertpectiVe you- were taking on the desirable abilities.

Take, for instance, the example of the. enthusiastic ensign.His -ten may think, he. is '-a hell of a good Joe.' -when he is in
action-, but that his enthUsiast-pailS a bit for them when theheat' is-Off. He may -1)1 aware of this., and wish he were likethe effidierit ensign.. The-enthUsfaSts superiors may like

oh- he -were_ mOre- pr_ otpt to obey orders inthe _more routine: situations, and less liable to take risks inmore eX146.14,,Sitithtionts. EaCh_groUp has a different perspective -a`. -different of what is ideal-.
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LEARNING TO LEAD

Module Twenty-eight - Three Perspectives of The Junior Officer
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INSTRUCTIONS

The student who has not worked on any earlier enrichment
units should read pages 3 and 4 for procedural instructions.

4

Before starting work on Module 28, read pages 6 to 8 for back-
ground information leading into the situation below for
Module 28.

The next three pages each contain a set of items
selected. from the Ability Matrix. These represent our guess
at three perspectives of the young officer. Each set is
simply labeled A, B, and C. You tshould study to determine
which is the perspective of subordiftates, which of superiors,
and which of the officer himself.
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4f:

Ability to communicate
clearly, accurately,
simply

Ability to cope with
situations on one's
own initiative

8

ItOrredtiVe_ adtion
when :appropriate

,Ikt:,43.-ify_ _to- 'take

10-

Ability to act in
accordance with the
spirit of procedures
and regulations.

13

Ability to stabilize
emotions of subor-
dinates

21,

Ability to put duty
before personal
interests

6

1...,

Ability toobey
wholeheartedly

9

Ability to assess
subordinates

12,

Ability to change
plans as constraints
and opportunities
change

18

Ability to complete
any task exactly as
specified

24
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IAbility to determine
what should be done

Ability to cope with
situations on one's
own initiative

I

,

Ability to cope with
the loneliness of
leadership

Ability to inspire
others

0.1 11

Ability to assess Ability to take
calculated risks_subordinates

112

Ability to change
i)lans as constraints
and opportunities
change 18

Ability to act firmly
and decisively despite
personal emotional
involvement. 25

17

MI*
Ability to act.
spontaneously

19

Ability to follow
through after a,
decision

26

E-XII/28
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Ability to communicate
clearly, accurately,
simply 1

I

Ability co endure stress

3,

Ability to put duty
before personal
intetests

Ability to make decisions
promptly when they are
needed

15

Ability to perceive
situations as others
perceive them 22

rAbility to determine
what should be done

Ability maintain
consistency between
words and actions' S

Ability to inspire
others

11

Ability to learn from
subordinates.

Ability to generate warm
human relations within
structure of hierarchy23
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Our INTREPRETATIOH is as follows:

A was the senior officer's view of the ideal Ensign;

B was the ambitious Ensign's view of himself; and

C was the subordinates' view.

Which brings us to this question: How are we,
as leaders, perceived by our seniors, peers, and
subordinates? And how do we perceive ourselves?

As you derived a combination of abilities that
described the types of officers being considered
in this module, it is hoped that you were again
reminded of the triad of leadership - the. leader,
the led and the situation.

Which one of the officer types considered would
be best for a particular job? When one seriously
thinks about answering such a question, numerous other
questions are generated and the complexity of
leadership and its perception becomes obvious.



Ability to
communicate
clearly,
accurately,
simply

Ability to
determinewhat
,should be done

ABILITY MATRIX

LEARNING TO LEAD

Ability to endure
stress

3

Ability to cope
with the
loneliness of
leadership

4

Ability to main-
tain consistency
between words and
actions

S

Ability, to put
duty before4
personal
interests

Ability to see
things as they
are

7

Ability to cope
with situations
on one's own
initiative

Ability to obey
wholeheartedly

9

Ability to take
corrective actiol
when appropriate

10

Ability to inspire
others

11

Ability to assess
subordinates

12

Ability- tc act_ in
;accordance with
the spiiit-ii-well
is the letter of
procedures and
regulations"-

13

Ability to perceive
long-term
consequences of
presont actions

14

Ability to make
decisions
promptly when
they are needed

15

Ability to learn
from
subordinates;

16

Ability to take
calculated risks

17

Ability to change
plans as
constraints and
opportunities
change

18

Ability to act
spontaneously

19

Ability to inspire
loyalty

20

Ability to
stabilize
emotions of
subordinates

21

Ability to
perceive
situations as
others perceive
them

22

Ability to generat Ability to complete
warm human any task exactly
relations within as specified
structure of
hierarchy

23 24

Ability to act
firmly and
decisively despite
personal
emotional
involvement

25

Ability to see a
decision
through

26

24


